Victron Multiplus Inverter Kit

**x1** Victron Multiplus Inverter

**x8** 4/0 Lug 3/8”

**x12** Cable 4/0

**x6** Heat Shrink Red 1.5” 3/4”d

**x2** Heat Shrink Black 1.5” 3/4”d

**x1** 300A Class T Fuse & Holder

**x1** Spare 300A Class T Fuse

**x1** High Current On/Off Switch

*Quantity depends on installation

**INSTALLATION TIP:** Slide the heat shrink tubing onto the 4/0 cable before crimping the lugs, otherwise it may not fit over the lug.

**300A Class T Fuse & Holder**

**18” Maximum between battery bank and fuse**

**High Current On/Off Switch**

**Positive +**

Connect to AMS Essential Lithium Positive Cell Terminal

**NEGATIVE -**

Connect to AMS Essential Lithium BMS 12|200 Inverter Output
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